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Arangkada Forum 2016 

On Tuesday March 1, 2015 at the Marriott Resorts World Hotel, Pasay City 

DRAFT - WELCOME BY JULIAN PAYNE - DRAFT 

President, Canadian Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines 
(representing the Joint Foreign Chambers of Commerce of the Philippines) 

Distinguished Senators, Congressmen, Secretaries, and Ambassadors,  

Fellow business leaders and stakeholders in Philippine business, 

[Those watching us worldwide on our live web-feed], and 

Supporters all of continued economic growth and prosperity for the Philippines. 
 

It is my honor and privilege to welcome you all here today on behalf of the Joint Foreign 

Chambers of Commerce of the Philippines (JFC) which includes the following: 

American Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines,  

Australian-New Zealand Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines 

Canadian Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines 

European Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines 

Japanese Chamber of Commerce and Industry of the Philippines 

Korean Chamber of Commerce of the Philippines 

Philippine Association of Multinational Companies Regional Headquarters 

 

It is impressive that so many of you arrived at this early hour despite the challenge of 

Manila traffic. We thank you for this great effort which has allowed us to start our full 

program today about on time. My hope today is that we address all the challenges in the 

Philippines with the same success that you did this morning with Manila traffic. 

 

Today’s Arangkada Forum takes place five years after Arangkada was launched. It is an 

important time to look back at achievements and forward to further opportunities. In 

planning  

 

this year’s event the JFC discussed whether to focus primarily on the former achievements 

or on future opportunities. While recognizing the value of stocktaking and lessons learned 

(presented in in the 2016 Arangkada Evaluation Report already distributed), JFC concluded 

it most important to look forward and address how to spur the Philippine economy to 

greater longer-term sustainability and inclusive growth for the benefit of all its people in 

classes from A to E and in all provinces from Batanes to Tawi-Tawi. 

 

Like others, JFC members were also conscious that we are at a critical juncture in deciding 

for the future on the Philippine political-economic  

 

management. The window for new efforts by the current Administration is closing (I believe 

with just 121 days remaining as of today) and the window for new ideas and initiatives by a 

new administration under new leadership (as yet unknown) for the next six years is now 

opening. Awareness of this critical juncture reinforced our view about not only the need but 

also the great opportunity that a national election period offered to think “out of the box” 

and suggest bold initiatives that would spur the Philippine economy to greater longer-term 

sustainability and inclusive growth for the benefit of all its people. Hence our theme for this 

year:  

 

A Bolder and More Inclusive Decade.  
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To be transparent, I wish to confirm that JFC did invite some time ago all the five now listed 

Presidential candidates to participate in a “Presidential Candidates’ Panel”. Regrettably all 

declined because of other planned activities. However all the candidates invited except one 

agreed to send high-level personal representatives to participate in such a panel to express 

their views … and to answer questions on their behalf. The one exception asked to be sent 

written questions in advance but JFC declined as this would have placed that candidate on 

unequal footing with the other five. I wish to express appreciation of JFC to the candidates 

sending their personal representatives and to welcome those representatives (an 

interestingly broad variety in their own right including a former Secretary of Finance, a 

Senator, a Congressman, and a Mayor, all to be introduced later).  We look forward to their 

views and answers. 

 

Looking back I believe all here today would agree that the Philippines economy has 

performed better in recent years than previously, with credit due in particular to initiating a 

fight against the scourge of corruption as well as sound management of the country’s fiscal 

and monetary systems. We congratulate President Aquino, the Ombudsman, and the 

Sandigbayan for their roles in fighting corruption as well as the Secretary of Finance and the 

Governor of the Central Bank for their leadership and success in fiscal and monetary 

management. Credit for the welcome economic performance must also be given to leaders 

of a vibrant private sector and the continued role of OFW workers and their remittances, the 

latter that continue to support the national economy. 

 

But … and there is always a BUT… the big question is one of perspective. Is the wine glass 

now half full and we can sit back and enjoy the wine? Or is the wine glass still half empty 

with not enough for all … and a continuing supply of wine uncertain? Looking at where we 

now stand we see foreign direct investment (FDI) remaining relatively low, unemployment 

remaining very high, and the masa still remaining poor. It appears that the wine glass is 

still half empty. 

 

It is in this context of the half empty wine glass that the JFC planned the 2016 Arangkada 

Forum 2016 and decided: 

 

(1) To have panels focused on broad cross-cutting economic challenges to which 

each of the seven Big Winners identified when Arangkada was launched should 

assessed in terms of the challenges and potential contribution of each Big Winner (in 

place of its past approach of having separate panels focusing on each of the seven Big 

Winners). 

 

(2) To look to the future, not just the next Administration but the next decade; and 

 

(3) To invite bolder new ideas to further develop and make a more sustainable and 

inclusive the Philippines economy … and for the Presidential candidates to consider in 

further elaboration of their platforms and promises to achieve this end, particularly as 

it relates to international business.  

 

Welcome to the Arangkada Forum for a Bolder and More Inclusive Decade.  

 

I will now give the microphone to the well-known Mr. John Forbes to explain and to give you 

the latest update on today’s program.                            

 

Thank you. Maraming salamat po. 
 


